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Re: Jews in the second world war
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Remove radars_teddy
Member

Posts: 91

 

Quote from: <k> on September 09, 2021, 03:20:11 PM

 
I have been a member of this forum since 2008. Nothing I have heard from Figleaf suggests that he is
in any way racist or anti-Semitic 

  

Well, now you have.
 

Quote

and certainly not in any way a Holocaust-denier. 
 

Then he owes me and the general public an apology.
 

Quote

He has a Chinese wife and Kazakh in-laws. He himself was born in Amsterdam, not too long after the
Second World War. And astonishingly, he personally knew Miep Gies, the woman who tried to save
the Frank family. More astonishingly yet, he also knew Otto Frank, the father of Anne, after Otto had
survived the concentration / extermination camps.

 

I don't care.  I care about the inappropraite things he said.  What he said was the
misaapropriation of statistics to create a false comparision.  It is a LIE to say that the Jews
weren't annilated, and it is a lie to say that the Final Solution in the Netherlands should be
should be understood in light that most people that died in the Netherlands in WWII wasn't
Jewish, as if that should make the genocide any less significant, and ruthless, and that the
Final Solution was just part and parcel of what would be normal to expect in a war, as if it
was just another data point.

 

There was NOTHING left of Jewish Culture in the Netherlands after WWII.   Nearly the
entire Jewish community now in Amsterdam is from Israel, and there is almost no trace of
Jewish life outside of Amsterdam.  
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It is also wrong to have moved this from the original thread that spawned it.  I simply asked
how he survived when the Final Solution was so efficient in the Netherlands.  The response
was a lecture about the Holocaust, an inappropriate one, and on a topic I am intimately
familiar with, not from books, but from family members and the members of the community
who survived in and lost their entire families and suffered from the trauma for their entire
lives.

Report to moderator    166.84.1.3

Re: Jews in the second world war
« Reply #16 on: September 18, 2021, 06:28:40

AM »

Remove radars_teddy
Member

Posts: 91

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e7nTpuCZJTE

Report to moderator    166.84.1.3

Re: Jews in the second world war
« Reply #17 on: September 18, 2021, 10:15:07

AM »

 Figleaf
Administrator
Honorary Member

Posts: 32 948

 

I suppose you have had a strictly religious education. I haven't. My moral values are
nevertheless just as good as yours, but they are different. I go by facts, figures and logic and
I have shown you that the figures are from a good source. You have shown only emotion,
sentiment and a total lack of understanding of a different approach than yours and you
haven't posted a single figure that questions mine. 

 

Your posts have been moved here because of your wild outbursts, based on nothing
concrete. If you refuse to accept facts and figures, you may not expect that your emotional
arguments have credibility. 

 

Your latest posts are against one of the few rules this site has: "no personal attacks". Since
you do not calm down and become more agitated in every post, I have closed this thread.

 

Peter

Report to moderator    Logged

An unidentified coin is a piece of metal. An identified coin is a piece of history.

Re: Jews in the second world war
« Reply #18 on: September 18, 2021, 02:11:02

PM »

Remove radars_teddy
Member

NOT acceptable.   The thread was talking about WWII victory on the coin that the post was
of Holocaust survivors that were freed, among OTHER images that were more iconic of the
VE Day.  It was ON TOPIC.  This is not a good trend.
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Member
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Quote

My moral values are nevertheless just as good as yours, but they are different. I go by facts, figures
and logic and I have shown you that the figures are from a good source. 

 

It is not logical to compare the rounding up and sending to cermatorias every Jew that they
could lay hands on in the netherlands to the mortality data for the general population during
WWII.  That is not logical.  

 

It is also not logical to remove images f the end of WWII from the thread discussing the
design faults of a coin  celebrating the end of WWII, especially since the current design was
terrible in that it was not obviously descriptive of the subject.  Freed Holocaust survivers
though would be spot on and obvious for the coin.

 

These acts are personal attacks and against forum rules.  Anything that disparaged the
memory of the Holocaust and sweeps it under the rug is a personal attack.

Report to moderator    166.84.1.3

Re: Jews in the second world war
« Reply #20 on: September 18, 2021, 03:31:16

PM »

 Figleaf
Administrator
Honorary Member

Posts: 32 948

 

Quote from: radars_teddy on September 18, 2021, 02:21:46 PM

It is not logical to compare the rounding up and sending to cermatorias every Jew that they could lay
hands on in the netherlands to the mortality data for the general population during WWII.  That is not
logical.

For the record, the mortality figures are of war victims, not general mortality figures
 

Quote from: radars_teddy on September 18, 2021, 02:21:46 PM

It is also not logical to remove images f the end of WWII from the thread discussing the design faults
of a coin  celebrating the end of WWII, especially since the current design was terrible in that it was
not obviously descriptive of the subject.  Freed Holocaust survivers though would be spot on and
obvious for the coin.

For the record, the coin is British. There was no persecution of jews in the UK during the
second world war. The post was offensive to UK members. 
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Further posts implicitly or explicitly asserting that the only thing that matters about the
second world war is the holocaust will be deleted altogether.

Live up to this: Facts always trump convictions on World of coins. You received a link to this
thread when your membership application was approved. For the record: these rules apply
to everyone, including to supporters of the Palestinian cause, also on this site. You are not
persecuted here and there is nothing personal about this.

Peter

Report to moderator    Logged

An unidentified coin is a piece of metal. An identified coin is a piece of history.
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